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Supplementary Materials section S1. cis-DOCO isotope shift and spectral parameters
The experimental cis-DO 12 CO and cis-DO 13 CO spectra are presented in Fig. 2A . Compiled in table S1 are the observed transitions and their approximate transition frequencies in wavenumber (cm -1 ). Due to Doppler (~300 MHz) and instrumental (~900 MHz) broadening, we are not able to resolve the individual rotational features of each Q-branch. By fitting the observed transitions to a Watson A-reduced asymmetric top Hamiltonian using PGOPHER, we obtain the vibrational band origin and A rotational constant (table S2) . 
The rate equation for the OD time dependence is
Here, the kD2 (1. 
The only loss channel for CO2 is the gas pump out time (kpump) of the cavity, which is approximately 20 ms.
OD+CO Chemical Mechanism
( ) -DOCO X products cis trans 
Notes:
1) OD are formed in steady-state, especially at longer times. Since we can directly observe OD, we do not need to account for its loss/removal in this scheme.
2) We measure the kinetics of DOCO formation at early times, to minimize biases introduced by secondary reactions, especially radical-radical reactions involving DOCO.
Effect of O3:
In order to determine the DOCO+O3 reaction rate, we performe a global fit of k1a,sum and rloss,sum across all of the CO, N2, D2, and O3 data sets. From this procedure, we obtain an average O3 loss rate coefficient kloss,sum = (2.5±0.6)×10 -11 cm 3 molecules -1 s -1 (fig. S1 ). The total loss rate, rloss,sum, was fixed to this value for the final determination of k1a,sum. Losses may be isomer specific but are not resolvable with measurement of the total loss. In addition, thermalized cis-DOCO loss to D+CO2 (via tunneling) is expected to be much slower than reaction with O3. fig. S1 . Variation of rloss,sum with O3 concentration.
Effect of D2:
To determine the impact of D2 gas on k1a,sum, we vary D2 under constant combines semi-classical transition state theory (SCTST) with the 2-dimensional masterequations (2DME), we calculate the pressure-dependent cis→trans and trans→cis isomerization rate coefficients, denoted as kiso,ct and kiso,tc, respectively. This method has previously provided accurate predictions of the pressure-dependent k1(T,P) for the OH(OD)+CO reaction. The chemical kinetics analysis is performed using the potential energy surface (PES, Fig. 1) calculated using the HEAT protocol. The third-body collisional partner is air (N2 = 80%, O2=20%). The results are shown in fig. S3 . The theoretical equilibrium constant for DOCO isomerization is defined as Kiso,th = kiso,ct/kiso,tc ≈ 14:1.
fig. S3
. Calculated cis/trans isomerization rates for DOCO isomers using SCTST and 2D master equations. The calculated k(T, P) for isomerization (forward and backward) have slopes of less than unity and thus exhibit characteristic "falloff" behavior.
section S4. k1 for OD + CO as a function of N2
In the low-pressure regime, k1 = k1a,cis + k1a,trans + k1b, where k1b is the bimolecular rate coefficient for the D+CO2 channel. Using k1a,cis and k1a,trans measured in this work, k1 as a function of N2 pressure is plotted in green (1 uncertainty) in fig. S4 . 
